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Abstract—The ethnic group in Medan city has played an important role to participate in the formation of support groups. The shift from social group concentration to the world of electoral politics gives a new nuance for us to understand the existence of ethnic groups in the life of democracy at the local level which in some cases leads to ethnic conflict in the elections. This study aims to explore the pattern of harmony communication relationships between ethnic groups supporting contestants in the election of regional heads in the city of Medan in 2015. This study used a qualitative approach with descriptive method of case study type. The object of research conducted on two ethnic groups in the city of Medan in the community of the Chinese Tionghoa Indonesia (Paguyuban Suku Tionghoa Indonesia/PASTI) and Joko Tingkir community (Paguyuban Joko Tingkir). Result data through study, library study and documentation. The results of this study review the shift of topics that originally acted in the field of social and then move more broadly into the field of politics in the political practice they apply still uphold the social values contained in the culture of each ethnic through various interactions that promote harmony communications. between ethnic groups through mutual respect.
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INTRODUCTION

Located in the city of Medan North Sumatra Province has a heterogeneous population characteristics, with percentage of population based on ethnicity is not too much amount of one ethnic group by another so that no ethnic population so the dominant ethnic group in the city of Medan.

Based on data from the Central Bureau of statistics (BPS) Note There are ethnic Batak, Minang ethnic, ethnic Javanese, Acehnese ethnic Malay, ethnic Chinese. Empirically study have many associate the ethnic groups in the context of the establishment of a country because it naturally every human being has a different "identity" with other human beings until each man forming groups that have in common "identity" as contained in the ethnic community groups. Ethnic communities as the basic foundation of the formation of the peoples of the country.

The formation of a nation of diverse ethnic groups that reside in them as citizens not uncommon until the countries have formed nuanced issues of competition still left ethnic groups in competition in the field of Economics and access politics. These situations often end up with conflict. Some of the empirical literature that discusses about ethnic conflicts [1]; [2]; [3]; with political and ethnic groups can read works [4]; [5]; [6] and there are still lots of other literature.

In the context of the city of Medan, characterizing the interactions between ethnic groups still belongs in a life articles though the political dynamics of the electrolytic (of the elections) so high with the role of ethnic groups which are involved in providing support political candidates in the elections in the city of Medan.

Interesting to observe the ethnic group which has a low population and high population participated as a support group for the candidate as in the focus of these studies against ethnic Chinese and ethnic Javanese.

Yet there is an accurate data regarding the population numbers of communities of Medan based on ethnicity, but secondary data obtained from the total population of ethnic Chinese in Medan City according to [7] by as much as 11%, based on old data from The Central Bureau of statistics (BPS) of North Sumatra Province in 1980 known as much as 12.8% and in the year 2000 as much as 10.65% of the total number of people in the city of Medan totaled 1,904,273 in 2000 and BPS in the year 2015 amount to 2,210,624. While the number of BPS data based on North Sumatra Province the year 2000 the highest ethnic populations respectively occupied by ethnic Javanese as much as 33%, subsequently followed by ethnic Chinese, ethnic Batak, Minangkabau, Aceh, ethnic Malay in BPS year 2000.

Thus the existence of the ethnic demographic is always a concern in the region,
especially in political studies political studies elektoral. Previous empirical studies ever examine the question of the ethnic groups in the selection of head region (of the elections) for the study of [8] within the context of the elections of Governors of Jakarta saw even though ethnic groups have an important role in affect the tally of votes in the election but not so significant when compared to the variables of education and the issues that brought in the vision and mission of the candidates. These characteristics as characteristic of the urban area where urban communities more rational political choice in giving. Moreover, the situation is very interesting from the dynamics of support between different ethnic groups do not cause a disruption of the balance of social community in the city of Medan.

Studies that specifically investigated the interaction of ethnic groups can read the work of [9]; [10]; [11]; [12]; [13] and many more. While the study of harmony between ethnic groups can read the works of [14]; [15]; [16] (Haas, 1995); [17] more specific studies and examines the harmony between different ethnic groups in the political elektoral can see works from [18].

This study provides a new perspective in understanding the original ethnic groups of activities in the social dimension and present activities of ethnic groups in the political dimension of the elektoral with the behavior called that remain apply social values applicable in each ethnic group.

A number of ethnic groups in the city of Medan in the real involve the "self" as an ethnic group supporting the candidate head of a region in the election of the head of the area (of the elections), this study takes the case on the election of the head of the Medan area year 2015 where there is the involvement of ethnic groups as a regional head of candidate support groups namely ethnic Chinese associations were Indonesia (Paguyuban Suku Tionghoa Indonesia/PASTI) and Associations Joko Tingkir (Joko Tingkir)

The two ethnic groups with different political options in support to the candidate for head of the areas in the selection of the head of the Medan area the year 2015 in the practice of interaction and communication that they do not cause problems that interfere with harmony between ethnic groups in the period when elections are implemented and after the implementation of the elections. This research will investigate the interaction of internal communication in the ethnic groups which have an impact on the atmosphere of harmony between ethnic groups?

RESEARCH METHODS

This was a qualitative study using a descriptive approach. The selection of the type of qualitative in this study because of the problems of research can only be answered by using the type of qualitative research because of concerns about the activities and interactions of specific surroundings. In supplementing information and data in this study using interview in-depth study, library and documentation. Informant this research comes from sellers undertakers and Joko Tingkir. Data analysis adopts the model developed by Miles and Huberman.

THEORY FRAMEWORK

In the study of the politics of the elektoral (of the elections) each candidate is trying to get as many votes in the election. Indicators for achieving that goal one is to build sound support in every element of community groups through the establishment of support groups.

A support group can appear in two ways namely 1) in the form of support groups by candidate or 2) initiative community groups make themselves as a support group. The existence of a support group is not limited to one element of community groups, the more support groups formed and derived from different types of elements of society will be able to influence the sound acquisition candidates in more maximum.

[19] mentions the existence of the influence of the involvement of interest groups against election results. This means for the existence of groups supporting candidates who have an interest against the election outcome (of the elections), so that when a candidate who supported elected elections then they expect the effort to be their interests against candidates elected in the post-war period of the elections.

Groups supporting candidates with ethnic group segmentation in the case of a multiethnic political demographic areas such as Medan city will greatly assist the candidate when the candidate is getting a lot of support from a group of different ethnic groups, this will greatly affect the sound acquisition candidates and potentially be the winner in the elections.

Ethnic groups in a multi-ethnic area in addition to providing great affect against the social system the existence of ethnic groups also serves to influence life in other fields such as economics and politics. This condition will indeed implicates on areas of life given in the ethnic groups stored value or a specific identity as Weber in [20] describes the ethnic identification equation based identity in a wider sense.
Identity is inherent in the ethnicity form values, symbols and language can be used to achieve other goals in different areas of life according to the will of that ethnic group to bring in what direction they wish to focus. Changes to this orientation according to [21] role in social classification may change and vary in each case.

**DISCUSSION**

**Concord communications and interaction Internally PASTI**

Communication interactions formed in the territory of the tribe of Indonesia Chinese Association internal (definite) is inseparable from social interaction that stem from China's ethnic culture as civilization explanation [22] ethnic Chinese who settled in East Sumatra using Chinese language to communicate among their fellow. According to [23] every culture has the environmental area. Through interaction with the external environment of the area then new civilizations can appear as any as a result of interactions between different ethnicities form a new civilization with its own environment area. According to [24] interaction can enhance adaptation between ethnic, which in turn raises new civilizations (more advanced) as set forth by [25] is a cultural civilization had advanced. The social construction of society Indonesia has changed, no longer see the ethnic Chinese as in the era of the year 1998 which, according to [26] as the era of the occurrence of anti-Chinese sentiment in Indonesia's largest.

Membership must have come from various professions including the job profession as members of political parties are also divided into the various political parties. This circumstance explains that PASTI put myself as a social-based associations but by no means PASTI break away from the changes that happen in other fields such as economics and politics. But upholding their focus towards social fields as the main objective the creation of certainty. According to Goh Tips Tie (DPW PASTI North Sumatra) explain the identified as organizations who are interested in social issues and are not interested in politics [27].

[27] opinion can be understood to PASTI affirm that the primary purpose is to function as a social organization. Though not able to restrict individual rights each Member surely the personally have professions and different political choices in the political activities of elektoral.

The difference in the political sphere individually between members is PASTI evident where there exists an active PASTI became a member of the party in various political parties such as statement Rianty (Deputy Secretary of DPW PASTI North Sumatera) that Describes the members in organizations there must have been an active member of a political party, and then the same time Goh Tips Tie gives examples such as in DESIGN, and much more [28]

A statement from the administrators PASTI above has a meaning that is PASTI as social-oriented organizations provide social values are positive for the life of the family members but would not be able to limit the personal life of each Member with regard to other things which are guaranteed by legislation in Indonesia. Great value in Chinese culture became the main guidelines for maintaining the balance of harmony in the internal environment of an external group them with the behavior of interactions that upholds the noble values, mutual respect and Please help.

**Concord communications and interactions in the Internal Joko Tingkir.**

Behavior inherent in the character strongly influenced in the interweaving of interaction. Communication interactions that are performed by the internal environment of Joko Tingkir organization as a two-way communication process or more that are interactive. Joko Tingkir characters not in spite of the influence of the value inherent in Javanese culture, moreover, Joko Tingkir as an primodialisme community-based organizations community Java then Java culture so strong character inherent in the internal Joko Tingkir organization.

It has become common knowledge in the midst of the community of Medan or even widespread community in Indonesia that Javanese people as a society that is easy to adapt as the value inherent in their culture, known as the concept "nrimo ing pandum "mean Javanese face the reality that must be accepted as a given and not for foxes [29]. The concept of viewpoints in life makes other ethnic perception toward ethnic Javanese ethnic as easily accepted by the new environment.

Interaction of communication used in internal Joko Tingkir political activity in the elections to win a pair of Ramadhan Pohan, Joko Tingkir become more frequent use of oral communication. According to Supiyono as Chairman Joko Tingkir Medan Perjuangan Subdistrict in oral communication is better able to describe the sense of family, while a further written communication describing the pressure. Supiyono further explains the oral communication was used to introduce the couples Ramadhan Pohan amidst internal environment member Joko Tingkir,
communication in writing, more geared for something that is spreading or notify [30].

A communication interaction in internal harmony Joko Tingkir done by means of oral communication and familiarize interactive so that two-way communication occurs. Advantages of oral communication that is direct and interactive gives the opportunity to the parties involved in communication to be able to verify information directly so very minimal once the confusion in capturing messages from oral communication. Oral communication in view of Joko Tingkir considered more showed the sense of family or fraternity. It embodies a sense of family unity communications can strengthen fraternity against their fellow Moreover the existence of the Java language that also adds to the strong sense of brotherhood in internal Joko Tingkir as the ethnic-based community organizations Java.

CONCLUSION
Interaction of internal organizational communications group and Joko Tingkir always oriented in their cultural values that serve as the identity to lead in behave and speak the words in the content-positive talk contest like keeping a bad word, not denouncing others and often highlight the mutual help help be it against fellow external surroundings and also against other ethnicities in the external environment.

A good word and spared from denouncing the attitude towards others or different tribes make communication among the ethnic groups of supporters are in a harmonious situation because of the behavior and interactions they do always keep the content Concord communications.
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